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PART I

44 FOREWORD

The global education/international underltanding movement in

the United States in the 1970's and early 1980's was largely a

pre-college effor.t. The movement was n&tionwide but by no means

national in the sense of being uniformly promoted state-by-state or

from school district-to-district. A host of organizations, agencies

and individuals provided leadership, resources and support.

The movement was well underway prior to such federally sponsored

erforts as the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and Inter-

national Studies, and the U.S. Commissioner of Education Task Force

on Global Education. Nonetheless, it did benefit from the public

attention and support stimulated by these and other federally sponsored

programs.

Perhaps the federal program most central to the concerns of the

global education movement in the late '70's and early '80's was

that authorized under Section 603 of the National Defense Education

Act - Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding - later Part N

of Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

as amended. This study revi-eltied the work of a few projects supporte

by 603 or Title N and a few other projects with similar goals.

We wish to thank the International Research and Studies Program

of the U.S. Department of Education and the many international/global

studies projects that provided us with data and materials. Toe six

projects that were studied deserve special thanks for their cooperation,

patience and tireless efforts to help us understand their programs.

We are also grateful to the members of the advisory committee for their

many useful insights and suggestions.
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Though the funding for 603 (Title N) has been disconti.pued

traces of its impact remain. The commitment of many individuals

and agencies to the goals of this program remain strong, and Many of

the learning activities and instructional materials growing out of

such efforts are still available and in use.

The leadership, training and materials provided by the six

projects that were the focus for this report and by other similar

projects are cause for optimism regarding the future of the global

education/international understanding movement. We hope this report

will produce reactions, criticisms, and spark additional efforts

to -study and to improve global perspectives in the nation's schools.

James Becker, Projec', Director

Merry Merryfield, Project Coordinator

MEMBERS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Dr. Robert Wolf, Director, Indiana Center for Evaluation, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana

Steven Lamy, Director, Center for Teaching International Relations,
University of Denver, Denver, Colorado

Andrew Smith, President, Center for Global Perspectives in Education,
218 East 18th Street, New York, New York
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Dr. John Harrold, Director, Division of Curriculum, Indiana Department
of Public Instruction, Indianapolis, Indiana

Dr. John M. Chapman, Social Studies Specialist, Michigan Department of
Education, Box 30008, Lansing, Michigan
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INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of programp, projects and special efforts

in international understanding during the late 70's and early 80's

tool, a variety of forms. The number and varietyof these efforts were

evident in the literature, the num:]er of agencies and organizations with

an interest in tnis area of hum a-. enoeavor, the resolutions and guide-

iines issued by states, orofessipnal education associations and other

groups, and the increases in clr!!rnom materials and activities with

a global or international emphasip. Thp substantial increase in the

number of such programs suggests that the public was becoming more

willing to accept and support school-based efforts seeking to improve

and expand the international understanding of children and youth.

Ideally the success of these efforts should be measured by what happens

0 in thousands of individual classrooms around the nation. Such assessments

are difficult and costly and beyond the scope of this study.

This study had a more limited goal. The purpose of this project was

to review the work of six projects to find out how they were operated and

what those most closely associated with them learned that might benefit

othr such efforts and the international understanding education movement

more generally. The projects WErR either supported by, or had purposes

similar to those promoted by the U.S. Department of Education under Part

N of Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 (Public Law

89-11) as amended by the Education Amendments of 1980. That purpose

was "....to increase the understanding of students and the put ic in

the United States about the cultures, actions and interconnections of

nations and peoples to enable students and public to better evaluate

0 the international and domestic imact of major policies and actions of

the U.S."
1



The present "state of thp art" in international understanding in

t e schools is the result of many individual and group efforts at the 111

I cal, statewide, regional and national levels. While recognizing the

contributions made by the many individuals, groups, and agencies

working ir this important area of education, the directors of this study'

focused on the work of a few funded projects that they believe were

representative of many other such efforts. Prior to selecting the

six projects to be studied, the authors reviewed a substantial number

of international understanding projects and were convinced that there

is much local creativity, and that individual teachers often develop

or adapt materials or ideas to suit their particular situations. This

review also made clear that across the country, classroom and in-service

workshop material are often Orawn from special projects or programs.

Furthermore, the intellectual structure and teaching ideas that under-

gird many local, state and regional efforts can often be traced to special

projects which have had the benefit of outside funding, *strong leadership,

and a sustained effort to come to grips with conceptual, definitional

as well as materialsdevelopment and implementation iissues.

The authors were faced with two major constraints in undertaking

this study. The first was practical, as both time and resources were

limited. The second was conceptual, namely the lack of models suited

to the type of programs being studied. The latter was, of course, the

more critical problem.

While each of the projects studied was seeking to improve or expand

international understanding in schools, the manner in which this general

goal was pursued varied greatly. The projects also had different ob-

jectives, sponsorship, and institutional settings. These conditions

argued for a case study approach.

2
7



METHODOLOGY

Thp major ohjectivP of the study was tn find out what those most

'10Plv assuciated with -hp international understanding projects

1,,arned that could be of help to others already in similar situations

-nnslucrinq undertakiho such Pf'forts. Questions addressed

How did tile projects begin and evolve7 What factors helped

ni tlindpred success? Who played key roles in the projects? What roles

wert ;. niucial to the projects operation and to the project's success?

wc!t have they accomplished? The evaluative inquiry sought answers

tc these and other questions by talking with representatives of differ-

er-t groups Of oeople associated with each project. Each perspective

contributed to a broadened understanding of how the projects worked

and, taken together, these multiple perspectives clarified what has

been learned from the projects.

In the initial stages of the eV-aluation project, it became obvious

that each project was unique and heavily dependent upon its own social,

Political and economic contexts. The projects could not be compared

emp rically by scope, strategy, or even funding. Naturalistic responsive

e\,oluation methods were chosen as appropriate to the inquiry.
1 Focusing

on thP concerns and 1.551J25 relevant to the projects' stakeholding

liAriiErcP5. qualitative methods were the basis for data collection.

After briefly examiring information from more than 50 global

edL,cotion projects throughout the U.S., the evaluation team looked

1 See Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln's Effective Evaluation, (San
Francisco; Jossey-Bass), for a detailed explanation of this

evaluative methodology.

3



more carefully at some 20 ;rejects in the Midwest. Budget considera-

tions including limited travel funds were major Zactors in focusing

on projects in one area of the country. Project directors were inter-

viewed about the status and strategies of their projects, and the

possinilities of being selected for rase studies. Docummntation, such

as project proposals, reports, news clippings and brochures, was

requested, received and reviewed. Questions arising from the documents

reviewed were asked of prnject directors to clarify the parameters of

each project. Possible projects were then outlined and discussed by

the evaluation team. Finally, six projects were selected for case

studies based on diversity in scope (from statewide to regional to

ccmmunity-based to a single school) cunding (federal, state and private

monies), background (a university base, a foundation, a single school

system, a state department of education), geographic area (over six

states, urban and rural) and audiences served (elementary, middle school

and secondary teachers, adults in communities, h-12 students, and

international college students).

Although documentation and interviews with the project directors

allowed the evaluation team to become familiar with the project goals

and history, the major data collection took place during site visits.

During 2-3 day site visits, the evaluation team interviewed persor*

representing the leadership as well as different audiences of each

project. Project staff, direct and indirect clients, persons acting

as links with organizations or institutions were asked how they became

involved with the project, what their roles were, how the project

succeeded or failed, what their major concerns were about the project.

The evaluation team purposefully chose people to talk with who were

4



40
ii,ely dif`vrent opinions, different roles, different backgrounds.

riptie data were collected in order to write an in-depth

rl'r-iya! carh rroject in action. Where it was possible, the

t:.

-ltipn tt,am observed ongoing activities. 5amp1e instructional and

Taterials were also obtained.

o1lerteC about each oroject was analyzed separately. Why

tne project cnme about? Wnat role did out'S'ide funding play in the

'r]t outcome? What was its purpose? What did its audiences perceive

AF i'9 OutZ.:Orleg? What were its perceived successes and failures? What

ervi biFferpnt berceptions of concerns and issues surrounding the pro-

je.ct? What does its future look like? What were the critical factors

jrrrr} thP project's outcome?

This ;malvsis led to an examination of what had been learned across

911 the brojects. As explained above, no broad generalizations applying

tn 911 oInt191 ebuoation projects were sought. The extent to whiclyhe

:
rnjPr.ts examined here are relevant to other project may well be a

functiun mt the way in which those involved in other projects define their

:cle; or !-,P0 similar or comparable contextual factors-. These contextual'

t9Lturs shape the broject and, along with project design, must be the

tJ119is for romparison. Contextual factors include the socio-economic

hokorounLI of the project audiences, the politics of the sponsoring

institutions and other organizations involved with the project, the

economic status of the communities involved, the attitudes of key

people toward global education and international understanding, the

pprserverance, diplomacy and organization skills of the project staff,

and the ability of sponsoring institutions to work together.

5
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Part II

INTERNATIONAI OlOBAL UNDIRSTANDING PROJECP1

A Moor: for the Dissemination of Multicultural Perspectives for
Mibwestprn Public Schools

SOOnnor: 1hr InterneitiOnel Studies Department, Elgin
Community College, Elgin, Illinois

itirrn Fducation for Cultural Understanding

Thr,onnr! Mursnnn Center, Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohin

Kentucky Model for Citi n Education Project

Sponsors: Kentucky Department of Education
Kentucky Council Of International Education
Kentucky Education Association
Western Kentucky University

International Community Workshop

Sponsor: International Student Advisor's Office
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN

Project Enrichment

Sponsor: The Stanley Foundation
Muacatine, Iowa

The School of Global Education

Sponsor: Stevenson High School
Livonia Public SoPools
Livonia, MI
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I.

BACKGROUND

The International Studies Department of Elgin Community College is

a multifaceted operation emphasizing cultural studies of Asia, Africa,

Latin America and the Middle East; topics in international studies;

non-traditional languages; teacher education; study abroad and inter-

national business. The program was helped initially by a grant from

the U.S. Office of Education Undergraduate International Studies Program.

The accumulation of resources and experiertces under this grant ,made more

apparent to the International Studies Department staff the gap between

what students and the general public know about international affairs

and the increasing need for greater public understanding of international

The accumulation of library and other resources by the Department

.5.taff also convinced them that the protleebf public understanding was

0 not so much a matter of the lack of expert knowledge at the college and

university level but of a failure to effectively disseminate what is

known. This led to a proposal to develop a model for dissemination of

multicultural perspectives.

The Elgin Community Oollege Model for Dissemination of Multicultural

Perspectives Project was funded under Section 603 of Title VI of the

National Defense Education LIct. The project was directed by Walter

Garrett and Duane Nelson both of International Studies Department,

Elgin Community CollEge, Elgin, Illinois. It was coordinated from the

Multicultural Education Center for Citizen Awareness (MECCA) housiii on

the Elgin Community College campus.

The project was designed to complement and supplement the Interna-

tional Stu s Program which started three years earlier. The program was

IIIsupnorted4< part by a grant frill the U.S. Department of Education under the

9
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undergraduate International Studies Program.

The major goals of the MECCA project were to:

Create a dissemination network between MECCA and school districts

in Northern Illinois;
4404k

7) Train 30 elementary and secondary teachers so they might help other

teachers in their districts;

and

3) Alert 25 public librarians to the availability of cultural

awareness materials suitable for use in elementary and secondary

school classrooms.

The process of accomplishing these goals was viewed as an opportunity

to demonstrate a dissemination model that could be replicated in other

communities around the nation.

The major means of accomplishing these goals were the preparation 110

riculum modules, in-service workshops, and the collection, organize-

tion and utilization of multicultural materials.

The products and services provided by the project staff were geared

to the elementary and middle school/junior high school level. Among the

factors contributing to the project directors decision to focus on the

pre-high school level were:

1) ,The directors of the project viewed the senior high school, with thg...

tendency of teachers at that le'vel to view themselves as tied to

the academic discipines, and the specialization and rigidity of the

curriculum at that level, as an unfavorable environment for their

efforts.

2) The fact that the directors felt that the community college had les

prestige than a University, and as a result was not as likely ta

10
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have its projects Or messages accepted by teachars in the high

schools was another factor in MECCA's decision to limit their efforts,

to elementary and middle school personnel.

and

3) A third element in this decision was the fact that a statewide effort

sponsored by the Illinois Office of Education aimed at the high

school level was undetway. The directors of the MECCA project

wanted and needed the cooperation of the state office and did not

want to be viewed as competitive with the statewide program. Although

the focus was in elementary and middle school program, a number of

high school teachers did participate in MECCA activities.

Initial efforts by the project directors at network building,in-

servicing, and curriculum-modules development included contacting

administrators and teachers in three nearby school districts. Two out

110 of the three districts were cooperative and enthusiastic. The adminis-

tration in the third district,which was beset by budgetary problems and

lack of public support for some of its programs,was uncooperative. A

number of individual teachers in this district did participate in the

project, but the project did not receive official recognition and

cooperation from the administration in that district.

In those districts wherain the administration provided leadership

the program went very well -.teachers attended workshops, helped test

materials,and selected teachers prepared some of the modules. When

asked why she urged teachers to participate in MECCA activities the

supervisor in one of these districts said "the project seemed carefully

thought out, it provided an opportunity to bring elementary, secondary

and high school teachers together and offered needed in-service in an

important area of the curriculum." About a dozen K-12 teachers from

11
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this district attended a workshop and participated in the institute

program. These teachers were pleased with the workshops and also

Y-5-it the materials they received were especially useful.

The preparation of modules - lesson units requiring from 15 minutes

to a few weeks of classroom time - was a major task undertaken by this

project. The modules were built around concepts identified by teachers

as emphasized in 5 popular social studies and language arts textbooks

in grades K-8. Meetings were held to discuss hpproaches, strategies

and guidelines for preparing modules that could be infused into existing

courses or curricula.

Two teachers at each grade level K-8 worked as writers. The goal

was 12 modules per grade level, as the modules were completed they

were duplicated and distributed to the schools for trial use. A

later decision made it likely that the 5 best at each grade level

would be published.

After theywere tried out in the classroom a team of 3 teachers and

3 MECCA staff members serves as an editorial team to review and rewrite

the modules.

Three major outccmes of the project were:

1 ) A large collection of books, articles, pamphlets and other materials
4

currently being catalogued in a computer system which school dis-

tricts can access;

2) Increased contacts between community college faculty and elementary

and secondary educators providing additional opportuniteis for joint

efforts;

and

3) A stronger commitment on the part of the community college faculty

12



and administration to the field of multicultural education and

to working with other educators at all levels of education.

One major issue that emerged as a result of the success in getting

teachers to produce modules was the question of "quality control."

Though most of the modules may be useful to those teachers who teach

ir situati s similar to that.of the teacher who prepared the module,
4'

other teachers may well find the module too brief, unclear or faulted

in other ways to be too much help. The team of 6 reviewers and editors

have the task of deciding whether to rewrite, edit, scrap or circulate the

modules.

The advantage of involving teachers in the writing of lessons and

activities include:

1) Finding new teaching ideas or strategiesand creative ways to present

materials;

2) The commitment and enthusiasm generated by such participations;

3) The credibility of the materials because they were developed by

teachers.

Among the disadvantages are:

1) Disappointment teachers may feel if their lessons are not used;

2) Lots of unusable modules;

3) Need to rewrite or drasticallyt.change many of the modules and the

likelihood some of Vie teachelllYwriters will be upset by the changes

made in their materials.

In this case the teacher/writers were paid so they may feel that

whether or not their modules are used they have recieved some compen-

sation for their efforts. Nevertheless those teachers whose units are

not reproduced may become less supportive of the project than they were

prior to such a decision.



In addition to the modules, the project produced a two volume
111

publication Curriculum Resources fgr International Education. These

volumes, each over 200 pages, contain reprints of articles, lessons,

bibliographies, reports and newsletters. These volumes provide evidence

of the rash of materials currently available that provide insights into

the nature, extent and variety of existence international/global

education efforts.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

Walter Garrett felt the meeting of members of the advisory

committee was a good time to review the purpose and accomplishments

of the project to date. "You will recall," he reminded the group,

"we set out to accomplish three tasks, they were to:

1) Establish a network of teachers, schools and resources;

2) Prepare curriculum modules;

and

3) Stimulate the interests of a large number of teachers in the

area and involve a selected group of teachers in the preparation

of the curricular modules."

"Did we really believe we could do all tnis in one year?" asked

Duane Njelson, a faculty member at Elgin Community College, who had

helped write the proposal for the project. "No one can accuse you two

of lacking ambition" remarked Bill Stepian, a social studies coordinator

in a nearby school diStrict an4 member of the advisory group.

"Actually we have done rather well," responded another member,

of the group, Susan Sininger, Director of Elementary Education in a

nearby district. "The modules will soon be revised, the workshops

14 li
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and distribution of materials has aroused much interest amongst

teachers in this area, and the glimmerings of a network are beginning

to appear."

Walter nodded, and added, "a major disappointment is that only

2 out of the 3 school districts in this immediate area formally endorsed

our efforts." "The situation in the district that decided not to

cooperate with us was justtoo unstable to get a formal decision on any

outside effort." Duane Nelson reminded the group, "declining enrollment,

controversies over previous policies and school-cOmmunity tensions made

the school administration leery of any project that could conceivably

get publicity and surface mor controversy over current programs in the

district schools."

"We certainly have had excellent cooperation and support in the

0 other two districts" Walter reminded the group.

"The project suited our purposes very well" stated the elementary

curriculum director from one of the cooperating districts. "It was

a carefully tnought out program, dealing with an important area of

human concerns, and it offered some incentives for teacher involvement,"

she continued. "We used it to bring teachers from different schools and

different grade levels together to review what we were doing in social

studies and to make plans to enrich or revise our current offerings to

emphasize an international dimension."

It seemed apparent to Walter that leadership in this district was

alert and capable of capitalizing on the resources and stimulation the

project offered.

"The workshops were the highlight of the project for our teachers"

410 stated a social studies teacher who served as a member of the group.

15
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"The demonstrations of lessons and activities, the substantive pre-

sentations, and the materials provided the participants were all

useful and much appreciated by those who attended."

"What will we do with all these curriculum modules?" asked

Duane, looking at the large pile of materials the teachers had produced.

"They vary greatly in quality and there is much duplication in content

and approach."

After considerable discussion it was decided to select the 5 best

from the 10 or 12 modules prepared for each grade level. "That's a

job for the editing and selection committee" someone remarked. "Thanks

a lot" said John Near, one of Walter's colleagues who headed that

committee. "I suggest we keep all of them on file here for those who

wish to come and browse, but only distribute the 5 best," he added.

John continued, "we can send the teachers who prepared the modules

a thank you note as well as an indication that their work will be on

display here." "Since they were paid for preparing them, they probably

assume we will decide what use to make of them."

."Is there any aspect of the project we need work on more diligently?"

asked Walter, looking at his watch as the time to adjourn was approaching.

"The network and the communication efforts still need to be improved,"

a member of the group volunteered. "Notices of meetings and availa-

bility of materials are still not very efficient."

"We all need to give some thought to that; it will be the major

*item on the agenda for our next meeting," concluded Walter.

As the members of the group prepared to leave, Walter thanked

them for their cooperation and contributions to the success of the

project.
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410 DYNAMICS

In general, teacher response to MECCA workshops, materials and

activities was very positive. The major criticism from those teachers

most directly involved was the lack of clear-cut goals and guidelines

in the early stages of the project. This criticism was voiced parti-

cularly by some of the teachers who prepared modules. They felt their

efforts would have been better if one or more models demonstrating

essential elements and ingredients of a quality module had been

available at the start. Feedback from the project staff in the early

stages of module development was also cited as desirable, but missing'

element, in the MECCA program.

A major positive element in the project, as viewed by teachers,

was the quality and quantity of materials they received. There is

IIIlittle question but that many of the activities and contacts developed

during the project will continue to serve the interests of both the

Community College faculty and the elementary and secondary teachers in

the area.

The International Studies Department has, as a result of this

project, broadened its mission and increased its commitment to helping

pre-college educators in their efforts to improve international under-

standing in the schools. The large collection of materials and the

interests of the International Studies Department staff and the positive

attitudes of teachers toward MECCA bodes well for the continuation of

the project.
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.0

HACKGROUND

Since Chad Alger's development of Columbus In The World in 1972,

the Mershon Center of the Ohio State University has played a major role

in the conceptualizing, networking, programming, producing and dissem-

inating resources in the field of international/global education. The

Mershon Center's many efforts are grounded in research and built from

extensive experience, experti,se and available funding. In Mershon's

milipu of interrelated efforts it is difficult to single out one project

and examine it without constantly being reminded of the overlapping

contextual factors from which it emerged. The following overview of

relevant Mershon Center activities provides a backdrop for better

understanding of the project under study.

In the early 1970's, Chad Alger and Dick Remy along with Judy

Kies conceptualized a unique approach to citizenship education. This

approach focused on the linkages between a local community and the

world. Its goals were to increase awareness, decision-making skills

and feelings of.efficacy for both children and adults. The replica-
.

tion of the ideas behind Columbus In The World in other communities

and states is well known. Many programmatic efforts have followed

from this strategy of combining international linkages with a community

base. The Youth Education Committee of the International Council of

Mid-Ohio (it is now called the Columbus Council on World Affairs)

was formed in 1977 to provide a mechanism for bringing together the

schools, the university and the community. Resources International,

which provides teachers and others in the community with access to

community experts on international topics, grew out of The Youth

Education Committee in 1977.
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These efforts, in turn, provided an important basis and spring-

board for a 1979-80 Department of Education 603 grant, "Citizen

Education for Cultural Understanding." Recognizing that Resources

International was especially wed by sixth and seventh grade teachers,

the Mershon Center worked with Columbus Public Schools (CPS) and the

International Council of Mid-Ohio to upgrade global education at those

levels through teacher workshops, resource dissemination and a global

education allosletter. Responding to problems identified in the first

601, CPS initiated another 603 grant in 1980 with the cooperation of

the Mershon Center and the International Council of Mid-Ohio. It

is this project on which the case study will focus.

In 1980, Columbus Public Schools changed from a K-6, 7-9, 10-12

to a K-5, 6-8, 9-12 grade level organization. The new curriculum

placed a strong emphasis on world geogrpahy and cultures at the

seventh grade. The middle school plan also called for interdisciplinary

instruction; social studies, language arts and reading were to be inte-

grated into a 234 hour block. Teachers had not only to adapt to the

middle school concept but also infuse a global perspective into a new

interdisciplinary curriculum. The 603-11 grant addreseed these needs.

Although itiwas not a continuation of the first 603, the second

"Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding" project enjoyed the same

joint sponsorship and many of the same staff. Tom Leidich, an

administrator for CPS, served on the sileff for 603-1 and initiated the

discussion and planning which led to 603-11. His relationship with the

Mershon Center goes back several years to when he was the secondary

social studies consultant for CPS and a key contact in the original

Meishon programming in global education. Tom was also a founding milmb41,
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tne Middle East and Southeast Asia. The social studies teachers had

experience with the 603-1 project and provided leadership in these

new teams. CPS curriculum specialists and the Mershon consultants

worked with the teachers. Globally-oriented materials from the Center

for Teaching International Relations (CTIR), Global Perspectives in

Education (GPE), the Mid-America Program for Global Perspectives in

Education anu the South Asian Area Center of the University of Wisconsin

were available to the participants. Meeting over a five month period

for fourteen 3 hour sessions, the teachers, with the aid of the

curriculum supervisors ano Mershon consultants completed a plethora of

lesson plans, resources and ideas.

In November, tne middle school principals were briefed on global

education and the community approach, the curriculum seminar and the

plans for the upcoming dissemination workshops. During March and Apri44,

the teacher teams, supported by the core staff, conducted multi-track

workshops for all seventh grade CPS social studies, language arts and

reading teachers. E8Ch workshop consisted of eight hours of training

divided into 2 sessions. Guest speakers and opportunities to work with

the new materials characterized the workshops. Teachers from the

,:urriculum seminars described and demonstrated the new materials. Feed-

back from the workshops was used to revise the materials. Bob Woyach,

associate Director of the Mershon's Citizenship Development and Global

Perspectives Program, integrated workshop feedback, edited and formed

tne materials into a 450 page resource book, World Regions: The Local

Connection, which wee disaeminated throughout CPS in February 1982.

Other follow-up activities included presentations to the OSU College

of Education faculty, the Education Conference on Citizenship in
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Milwaukee, the Convention of the International Studies Association

ahc the Social Studies Supervisors in Texas.

The curriculum seminar is the core of the 603-II. A visit to

the Mershon Center may clarify what it was like.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

The Mershon Center i 5 housed in an old fraternity house at the

edge of the Ohio State University campus. Funded through an endowment

with additional monies from the University, grants and contracts, the

Mershon staff works in areas of national security, policy studies,

international relations, leadership and citizenship education. Most of

its staff hold joint appointments as faculty in other depai-tments.

Many of those working in Global Education have joint appointments in

Political Science. Their interest in global education comes from a

concern about the apathy and lack of involvement many Americans have

towards foreign policy and international events and issues. Projects,

such as the "Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding" 603-11,

allow the Mershon to bridge the gap between theory and practice.

Following the now familiar map of OSU, the teachers find their

way to the Mershon Center and its large parking area at the rear of

the building. To many who visit the OSU campus at night, this adjacent

parking lot creates a feeling of safety. Realizing that the partici-

pating teachers have a full schedule and are coming from all area bf

Columbus, the Mershon staff try to find ways to make participation

in the seminar easy. Dick Remy has arranged the conference room with

reference information and working materials. His role in clarifying

teacher expectations during the seminar is critical.
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Jim Sims arrives early to discuss a problem in integrating

arts and social studies with a teacher. ,h,m is the CRS English/language

arts curriculum supervisor. He participated in tfte 603-I and has been
A

actively involved in the design of the 603-11. Jim sees teacher-

developed materials as self-contained lessons readily usable by other

middle school teachers.

As the seminar begins, tthe teachers discuss the progress they have

made to date. Miriam Glessner,* a social studies teacher in the South

and Southeast Asia group, talks about the culturegram on India she

discovered the week before. Other groups inquire if such materials

exist for their areas of the world. Sheila Harris, a reading/language

arts teacher in the Middle Eastern group, shares her concerns over

the reading level of some of her group's materials. A discussion follows

on strategies to adapt the various materials to the seventh grade level,

Tonight guest speakers are available for each world area. Jan Love,

Professor of International Politics from Dennison University, talks

with the Africa group about South Africa and apartheid. She mentions

the bill currently before the Ohio legislature to limit investments in

South Africa. These special lectures stimulate enthusiasm and new

ideas.

The teachers divide into their area teams for the evening's work.

Karel Levy, a reading/language arts teacher in the Africa group, is

looking for materials which blend language arts and social studies

Miriam Glessner is currently the social studies consultant for

Columbus Public Schools.
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content. Abbey Thistlewaithe, the reading supervisor for CPS, helps

Karel look through a stack of primary sources of African literature.

Myths and Folktales Around the World provides the material Karel seeks.

Reading through the African myths, Karel examines content and reading

level. Knowing what will work with her own students is the key to

choosing appropriate materials. She shares her findings with Lisa

Faulkner, a social studies teacher in the Africa group. Together,

Lisa and Karel choose three myths and discuss ways they could be

used in the classroom. The group process leads to interdisciplinary

sharing and helps to screen materials at an early stage. Rapport

and mutual appreciation are important consequences of the group structure.

Lisa asks Bob about where to find statistics on Africa-U.S. trade.

She mentions Lee Anderson's presentation to the seminar in the early

sessions and wants to follow-up on an interdependence theme he had

stressed. The first few seminar meetings concentrated on introducing

key concepts, goals and issues in global education. These sessions,

the foundation of the seminar, exposed teh participants to major work

in the field of global education. Bob promises to check on available

trade figures by next week. A key to facilitating the teacner's wcrk

is providing research assistance when necessary. The Mershon staff

also provides typing services for the teachers.

The session ends with each group summarizing their progress and

sharing problems. A brief plan is sketched for next week's work.

Lisa checks out some materials she wants to use in her classes this

week. The final resource book is still months away.
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DYNAMICS

What is the future of projects such as the 603-II described above?

At the Mershon Center, global education is in good hands. In 1980

the Mershon Center collaborated with the OSU School of Education for a

joint Faculty Seminar on Global Perspectives in Education. The Youth

Education Committee continues programming in Global Education. A

new curriculum seminar began in the fall of 1981. Funded through' a

D.O.E. Title "N" grant, the Project was initiated by the Mershon Center

and the Consortium for International Studies Education (CISE) in

cooperation with the Ohio Department of Education. Part of the project

was a curriculum s?minar to adapt introductory college-level learning

resources on key global issues for yse in high school courses. The

curriculum seminar appears to be an effective strategy for professional

development as well as identifying practical usabla teaching materials.

The Mershon Center has worked effectively by instituting change in

tandem with achool district innovations (as in the Middle School project)

and taking advantage of the availability of Outside funding (603's "N"

grant). Networking through the Youth Education Committee, CPS staff,

and internationally focused organizations has played an important role.

The Mershon Center's emphasis on substantive content and ouailty control

has led to excellent materials. Occasionally this emphasis on quality

has created tension between the Merahon Center and other agencies, such'

as the State Department of Education, over control of projeCts. Some

organizations that have worked with the Mershon staff in global

education programming feel that this concern for quality has hindered

sharing of project control and strategies.
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Perhaps the Mershon Center's greatest strength lies in its long

0 term commitment to improvements in a number of areas of education

including global education. Networking through schools, communities

and the university reinforces ideas and activities. Creating organ-

izations which bring together these groups leads to mutual support

and understanding. This support is not only for today. Teachers,

administrators, and concerned community members know the Mershon Center

will be there tomorrow. The continuity of Mershon programming and its

ability to acquire funding are important factors in the impact of global

education on Mid-Ohio.
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KENTUCKY MODEL FOR CITIZEN EDUCATION PROJECT

Sponsor

Kentucky Department of Education
Kentucky Council of International Education

Kentucky Education Association
Western K6ntucky University
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BACKGROUND

The groundwork for a statewide citizens education project in

internaitonal understanding may have been layed in 1977 when Kentuck

in the World, The World in Kentucky, a 244 page volume of activities,

lessons and data was, through a series of sixteen workshops, distributed

to more than 700 Kentucky teachers. The preparation of this handbook

of activities and lessons as well as the leadership in planning and

running the workshops was largely in the hands of Helen Morthington,

Social Studies Consultant, Division of Program Development, Kentucky

Department of Education. In her mind the 1980-81 Kentucky project

was a logical follow-up to the earlier workshops and materials. The

earlier efforts had demonstrated that teachers need opportunities

to learn more about global issues and processes, and would benefit

from community involvement in discussion of global issues.

The Kentucky Model for Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding

project was funded under Section 603 of Title VI of the National

Defense Education Act. The project was sponsored by three statewide

organizations - the Kentucky Department of Education (KSDEd), the

Kentucky Council of International Education (KCIE), and the Kentucky

Education Association (KEA). Western Kentucky University was the

project fiscal agent. The Co-Directors were Dr. Raymond L. Cravens,

Professor of Government, Western Kentucky University and Helen

Worthington, Program Manager (Social Studies), Bureau of Instruction,

Kentucky Department of Education. Helen Worthington was primarily

responsible for project program direction, and Raymond Cravens Was

responsible for fiscal administration and project assessment.
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The three statewide organizations assumed specific

for the initiation and conduct of the project. The KSDEd provided

prngram administration and liaison throughout the state with parti-

cipating schools and districts. The KEA provided the Chairpersons

for the District Leadership Teams tnrough its Instruction and

Professional Development Committee (IPDC). The KCIE provided campus

representatives for each District Leadership Team.

The project activities were implemented by teacher leadership

teams in the twelve KEA Districts in Kentucky. Teachers played a

major role in the initiation of activities and in the implementation of

the project. This feature of the project has received very positive

reactions from the teacher participants.

The project goal was "to identify and to model the use of

community resources for citizen education for cultural uncestanding

and to orient and to motivate social studies and other teachers through-

out Kentucky to utilize such resources in effective modes." To achieve

this goal the following objectives were set forth:

1) To demonstrate approaches to the identification, comhilation,

and use of community resources for world awareness;

2) To disseminate information about and to stimulate interest in

contemporary issues in a conceptually organized approach to

citizen education for cultural understanding;

3) To establish model mechanisms for community and school inter-

action on global issues through the conduct of special isfue

oriented forums and classroom demonstrations;

4) To establish Community Councils on World Awareness to provide

continuing leadership to cultural awareness activities in the

schools and communities;
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5) To provide inservice training to social studies and other

teachers throughout the state to enable them to use community

resojrces for cultural understanding;

and

6) To provide initiation of a formal network within the state to

stimulate the initial development and further adoption of the model

after federal support has been terminated.

A Steering Committee composed of the co-directors and Martha Dell

Sanders of the KEA planned the initial activities for the project'year.

The Committee working with the IPD Committee of KEA established the

district leadership teams. The IPD Committee representatives from each

KEA district served as Chairperson for the leadership teams.

Early in the life of the Project a statewide leadership conference

was held. Chairpersons and leadership team members from each KEA District

attended along with KCIE representatives and resource persons. A total

of 68 individuals registered for the conference.

A copy of the conference program is attached. Included were

sessions providing general project orientation; leadership team organ-

izational meetings, and materials familiarization work. Business details

of project administration were presented. rhe project time line and

district team budget details were provided to each project participant.

The twelve district leadership teams scheduled team meetings during

the project year. At these meetings project activities were planned.

The identificution of opportunities and resources for improving

international understanding was an important element in the projects

district level activities. Resource inventories were conducted in each

of the districts. A total of eighteen inventories or resource files
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were compiled and in about half of the cases they have been duplicated

and made available to other teachers in the school district. Students

sometimes assisted with the compilation of the inventories, an approach

which was found to be a beneficial learning experience and a significant

aid to the completineaf this project activity.

The heart of the project's activities was the community forum.

Forty-seven community forums were conducted by the district teams or

team members. All districts conducted these forums. One hundred-

eighty-two (182) resource persons and over twelve hundred (1,200)

individuals participated in these forums. The forum topics included:

Energy

World Economics

Pollution

Citizens in a New Country/Cultural Shock/Today's Immigrants

Food and Hunger

Peer Pressure

Materialism

Arms and Security

Chemical Waste

Nuclear Power

Human Rights

International Relations

Women in Business and bubor/Women's Issues/Women in the MiddleEast

Cultural Diversity

The Aged Around the World

Drugs

Dating Customs/Teenage Lifestyles

Education, U.S. and Abroad/Financial Support of Schools/Impact of
Cultural Differences on Schools

Family as a World Institution

World Terrorism

Approaches to Death and Dying

Man's Inhumanity to Man 3't
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The resource persons who participated in the forums come from

diverse backgrounds and occupations. The names and occupations of

some of the resources persons are listed at-the end of this report.

The project staff encouraged teachers to use the community foTum

format in their classrooms. Fifty-one (51) classroom demonstrations

were conducted, twenty-six (26) of the demonstrations used the forum

format. Other formats included a mock United Nations Security Council

session where more than thirty students represented fifteen nations.

The issues in this mock session were Russia in Afghanistan and the

Middle East Crisis. In some cases, students conducted the forums or

participated with outside resource persons. The use of persons

representing different points of view on the topics under discussion

was a major feature of both the community forum and the classpgom

demonstration. The project provided materials for use in the classroom

demonstrations.

Inservice workshops of at least three hours in length were conducted

in ten of the twelve districts and post-project inservice programs are

scheduled to be presented during the 1981-82 school year. Three hundred

and thirty-six (336) teachers from over ninety (90) schools attended

these workshops. They were conducted by the teacher team in each

district. Packets of global education materials were made available

to those teachers in attendance. The inservice program format generally

included aidemonstration community forum using local resource persons,

materials,'.displays, media reviews, and a description of the leader-

ship team projectactivities during the year. In some cases an

international meal was a feature of the meetings.
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Three of the district teams reported that a Community Council

for World Affairs had been formed. Others indicated that the resource 0
persons they had utilized would be willing to serve on a Council,

but that they needed specific activities to justify the establishment

of such an organization. Though the establishment of a formal Council

arrangement does not seem likely in most of the project districts, there

are good prospects for expanded use of community resources in teacher

and classroom forums and programs.

Each of the 12 project districts had a budget of its own.

Sample of District Budget

Leadership Team members:

Travel and per diem (in district)

Teacher stipend for non-school time
participation in leadership team
actIvities @ $10.00/hour for 135"hours

Supplies, information dissemination
and duplicating

Inservice training for social studies teachers

in District (materials dissemination) 40 teacher

kits @ $23/ea.

$ 348.00

$1,350.00

$ 100.00

$ 920.00

TOTAL $2,718.00

A project assessment conference was held on July 20 and 21, 1981 mt

Lexington, Ke#tucky with the Project Steering Committee and selected

college representatives in attendance. A copy of the conference

schedule of activities is attached as Appendix. An assessMent

questionnaire was sent to all project leadership team members. Of

64 questionnaires sent, 42 or 65% responded. A second questionnaire

emphasizing positive results and suggestions for improvements was
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administered to the Steering Committee during the Assessment

Conference.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

Helen Worthing! 1, Co-Director of the project hOS just arrived

in Owensboro for a meeting with a local planning committee. The

chairperson greets her with:

I em Sure glad you're here. We have an enthusiastic

planning group, but I am unsure about the format anti

the substance for our community forum. We have invited

Professor Jones, a specialist on Latin American History

from Eastern University to be a presenter. He seems

interested in working with us, but is unfamiliar with

what is being taught at the elementary end secondary

level. He Sligo Seems unaware that teachers work in a

very different environment from that of college professors.

The community resource people we have identified hive both

lived and worked in Latin America - One es an executive

for a multinational firm with operation In Chile, the other

as a Peace Corps volunteer In Guatemala. They are both

personable and SOOm excited about their participation.

Their views of what the U.S. Should do about anti-U.S.

sentiment in Latin America are very different.

I know you will help uS run It all together.

Helen sighed;

I thought we would be dealing with budgets, whO would

preside at various sessions, ths nature of our material die-

play, and ,our progress in compiling a community response

file.

We have those well in hand, the chairperson replied, but

I am not familiar enough with the substance of the topic

nor Sure enough about the views Of thO presenters to feel

comfortable about the outcome of the forum.
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We have to have faith in the presenter's competence and

in the participants willingness to hear different points

of view - that's what these forums are all about, Helen

replied.

Helen thought back to the decision to have the Kentucky Education

Association provide the chairpersons for the District Planning teams.

'his insured that someone active in KEA and accustomed to working in

o statewide organization would be in a key leadership role at the local

:evel. This worked well in regard to the organizational aspects of

the forumo, but sometimes made her nervous about how the substances of

the forums would be handled.

:t depends a great deal on the participation of the College people

rubiesenting the Kentucky Council of International Education, she

thought. If they are sensitive to the culture of the school and to the

unity's concern about what is taught they can provide a context

t discussing the various issues raised in the presentations.

e also thought about the frustration inherent in having the

qr)flt odministered by a university while she served as the program

.1irector. It seems like I am always filling out forms or trying to get

somebody reimbursed for expenses they have incurred. Trying to mesh

the qears of 3 different bureaucracies can cause one to lose their

enthusiasm for the project, but I can't let it get me down. I still

believe co-sponsorship by the Kentucky Education Association, The

Kentucky Department of Education ard The Kentucky Council of International ,

Education was a good idea thought E-,elen, they are natural allies in

effnrts to improve and expand citizen's understanding of international

affairs. They do, however, have quite different views of what is need
lb

and how best to accomplish the task. KEA is eager to have the teachers
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play a larger role in determining educational policy and change's; the KCIE

is concerned about the accuracy and qulaity of the substantive information

children and youth are acquiring in the schools they ttend; and KDE

wants to provide services that are both useful, productive and popular.

It's not always easy, thought Helen, but so far it has worked. The

experts and resource persons with divergent views have cooperated; the

schools and communities have benefited from discussion of controversial

topics and the local committees have compiled useful resource inventori4s.

Now if we can just keep the idea rolling it may well have an impact

in classrooms all '4!)ver Kentucky.

DYNAMICS

The project objectives and the related assessment criteria were

discussed with the leadership teams at a statewide conference. Reviews

of progress were made at a meeting of the Steering Committee. Assess-

ment criteria were as follows:

1) Number of successful models - ten of twelve.

2) A minimum of three forums conducted in each district.
)

3) A resource file compiled in each district which identifies at

least twenty community resources for world awareness.

4, A one-day inservice training program involving anexcess of 60

percent of secohdary social studies teachers conducted in the

district.

5) A Community Council for World Awareness established and its

viabili.,:ty demonstrated in each district (viability to be

demonstrated by documenting the participation of the Council

members in activities related to the Community Forum and school

demonstration programs).
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Because of the timing of project funding (October 1980) in relation

to the beginning of the Kentucky School term (August 1980) it was not 411

possible to integrate the project's inservice programs into the school

district's inservice master plans which are projected at the beginning

of the school year. This fact made.it necesary to reduce the expected

results from the planned inservice programs. The plan was to have an

inservice activity involving up to forty teachers in each of the twelve

KEA Districts.

Assessment questionnaires were mailed to each project participant

and another assessment instrument was completed by the leaderhsip team

chairperson.

The teacher-led leadership team organizational approach was a unique

feature of the project. .The team members generally appreciated the fact

that "teachers were given an opportunity to prove their leadersnip

ability." They recommend that teachers be given further opportunities

to lead in such projects. "Teachers teaching teachers" is the best

approach to professional development according to the teachers who

participated in this project.

The following analysis shows the extent to which the project

assessment criteria were met:

1) Three forums in each district - all districts achieved this

objective. There were, in fact, an average of about four

per district or a total of forty-seven (47) forums.

2) A resource'file identif in t least twent communit resources -

there were a total of twenty resource files compiled or slightly

under an average of two per district. The actual number of

community resource persons identified varied but the leadership

teams exceeded the project expectations in this activity area.
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3) A one-day inservice training program - ten inservice programs were

conducted involving 336 teachers from 90 school districts. The

fact that these programs had to be scheduled at the end of the

school year or in the summer detracted from the number of teachers

who attended; however, the number of teachers involved constitutes

the project goal. Inservice activities are continuing during

the 1981-82 school year - a fact which indicates continuing impact

and interest in the project activities.

4) A Community Council for World Affairs formed - only three of the

districts formed Community Councils. The reasons expressed centered

upon the feeling that the resource persons were available but the

teachers thought that something specific needed to be planned before

their community people were called upon. This objective has not

been met to the extent anticipated.

Ten of the twelve district leadership teams achieved the project

objectived. With the exception of the formation of the Community Council

for World Affairs. The teams exceeded the expectations of the project

411 in the conduct of- community forums and classroom demonstration programs.

The number of community resources which were identified and actually

utilized in forums and in classes exceeded the expectations originally

set forth.

Post project activities are scheduled in a number of districts.

These will include school forums using local resource individuals,

clasproom use of project materials, consideration and modeling of the

forum in college teacher education classes, two district-wide inservice

days at which the project elements will be reviewed and a model forum

conducted, and two local scho61 workshops to orient additional teachers

to the model.

The Kentucky Model for Citizen Education for Cultural Understanding

has had a broad impact on teachers and school districts throughout the

state of Kentucky. Teachers have had an opportunity to demonstrate their
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ability and capacity to lead instructional innovation and development

411
activities. The KDSEd, the KEA, and the KCIE have cooperated to form

a workable network for future global education efforts, the awareness of

. the ublic concernino the need for a world affairs emphasis in the schools

have been enhanced, and valuable local resources which can be utilized

have been identified and shown to be effective in school instructional

settings and in community forum interactions with teachers and students.

The fact that two state bure;ucracies were involved in the management

of the project made the administration of the project cumbersome at times

especially with regard to the payment of tlie reimbursement of expenses.

These tensions were heightened at times by the fact that much of the

initiative regarding the heart of the program - the community forums -

came from the grass roots level - the teacher representatives in the

district planning teams. Each district team had a budget for materialsill

released time for teachers, and for conference expenses%

A,strong point of the project was the provision for teacher

initiative. The use of members of the Kentucky Education Association

Instruction and Professional Development team as chairpersons of the

district planning teams enabled teachers to play a major role in

determining the nature and focus of the forums.

There were both pluses and minuses in this arrangement. The fact

that the teachers who served as chairpersons we're elected to their KEA

positions suggests they were popular and active.in that organization.

They also had some experience organizing programs and in running meetings.

On the other hand they were not necessarily interested in or well-informed

about the topics and issues being discussed.
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In the case of two of the district teams a person from a nearby

University (University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky) worked closely

with the team. While many other factors may account for the success of

these particular teams both were very successful. Given the competence

and commitment ofthe University professors in both cases, it seems

likely they played an important role in the' success of the teams.

Personalities also played a role in the operation of the project.

The co-directors were quite different in their enthusiasm, dedication

and sensitivity to the concerns of elementary and secondary teachers.

The number of.people involved, the responses of the participants

as judged by the evaluation forms they filled in, and the judgments of

those most closely associated with the project suggest that despite

some tensions and mishaps, bureaucratic tangles and personality clashes

it was a most successful program.
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John McGreary
James Evans
Judy Ledford
Bryan Ledford
Pam Taylor
John Baxter
Kenny Sims
-Jana Brown
Tecesa Rice
Jim Vaught
Tom Elswich
Mrs. Hackenworth
Barbara Stringer
Jim Fields
Georgia Burton
Garnett Walker
Inge Davis
Helen Worthington
Foster Pumphrey
Vera Stacy
Paul Joenichen
Jane Marlow Willis
Rev. Charles Blanc
Donald Berry
Ruby Downs
Andre Beaugrand
Willie Jordan
Rex Prater
Carl,Hornman
Tom Tyler
Monica Kehrt

Max Tudor

AL Eisert
Sherril McConnel
John Dave Wilson
Napoleon Ebomah
Leo White, Bob Askew
Rod Matgard
Dr. Holmes
Kenneth Colwell
T.J. Fields

Rev. Michael Hoan

Mr. Rafael Cordovez
Dr. Robert Olsen
Ms. Helen Archisz
Dr. Dennis Schneider
Jack Trevey
Pait Friebert
Doltig Wagner
Dr. Z. Gauindrajulu
Sheila Taluskie

Newspaper Reporter
Fuel Alcohol
Housewife
Student
Teacher
Teacher
Student
Extension Officer
Student
Real Estate Salesman
Real Estate Salesman
Area Extension Officer
Teacher
Minister
Home Extension Agent
Retired Principal
Hosewife, South American
State Department of Education
Farmer
Teacher of M.C. Napier High School
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)
Publisher,-,Editor, Meade County Messenger
Pastor, Ekron Baptist Church

'Student, Southern Baptist Seminary
Regior V Civil Defense Coordinator
Cheese Plant Owner
Cheese Plant Research & Quality Contr.
Retired Vice-President
Department of Natural Resources
Refuse Removal Company
Co-owner of a Shelby Co. plant whidh

synthesizes fuel
Executive nirector, Louisville-Jefferson'

Co. Human Relations Commission
Louisville Gas and Electric
University of Louisville Archives
Solar Energy
Student (Nigerian) .
Directors of Mental Health
Kentucky State Police Detective
Supervisor of District Health Office
Superintendent of Perry County Schools
Assistant Superintendent of Perry County

Schools
Catholic Priest - Refugee Vietnamese
Community Leader

Junior High Principal (ex-Cuban refugee)
Univ. of Ky Prof (Middle Eastern History)
Teacher of English to Vietnamese refugees
Teacher of En lish as a second language
State Senator
State Represe tative
Sociologist
Prof., Univ of Ky (from India)
Director of Volunteers for HOSPICE
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"CITIZEN EDUCATION FOR CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING"

NDEA, Title VI, Section 603 Project

Executive Inn - Rivermont, Owensboro

November 9-11, 1980

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP AGENDA (Tentative)

Sunday, November 9, 1980

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Sunday evening, November 9, 1980

7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

8:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Monday morning, November 10, 1980

8:30 - 11:30 a.m.

Registration (Dinner on your own)

Project Orientation -
Get Acquainted
Initial Evaluation
Activity
Global Perspective -

(Motivational)

.Informal Reception -

Global Perspective/
Culture Shock
Identifying Issues

Monday afternoon, November 10, 1980

Worthington/Cravens/Sanders
Otero

Otero/Worthington
Otero

Cravens/Jordan

Otero

Otero

1:00 - 4:00 p.m. Issues (Stimulators) (Sample Activities)

Identifying.Resources
Community Resource Survey

Monday evening, November 10, 1980 Otero/Worthington

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. A Model Forum (Energy Issue)

Tuesday morning, November 14_1980 Worthington/Cravens/Sanders

8:30 - 11:30 a.m. District Team Planning Session:
Develop Tentative Timeline
Consider Issues
Complete Resource Materials Kit
Record Keeping
Evaluation Data for Project
Administrivia:
Substitute Teacher Forms
Expense Vouchers

11:30 a.m. Workshop Conclusion
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Kentucky Model for Citizen Education for Cultural Understandings

Assessment Conference

Lexington, KY, Holiday Inn-North

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Monday - July 27
1:30 - 3:00 Overview of the Project Helen Worthington& Raymond Crave,

Reports from the 12 District Leadership Teams

3:00 - 3:30 Break

3:30 - 5:00 A. Report on Questionaire Responses

B. Discussion of Project Progress

Tuesday - July 28
8:30 - 10:00 Focus on the Project Elements

A. The Leadership Team Organization

B. The Community Resources Survey

C. The Community Forums

D. The Classroom Demonstrations

E. The InserVice Workshop

F. The Community Council

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:30 Concluding Session

a
A. Overall Assessment

B. Continuing Project Activities

C. Budgetary Concerns

D. Concluding Remarks: Helen Worthington and
Raymond Cravens
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INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY-WORKSHOP

Sporibor

International Student Advisor's Office
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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BACKGROUND

Funded through a U.S. Department of Education 603 grant in 1979,

the International Community Workshop (ICW) was sponsored by the Interna-

tional Student Adviser'sLOffice of the University of Minnesota. The

project's major goal was to demonstrate how international students could

provide valuable cross-culture experiences to elementary and secondary

school students and teachers as well as to the community members. The

project was designed to broaden cultural learning for both the American

and the international participants in the program. Another major ob-

jective=was t production of a training manual designed to train inter-

national students to interact effectively in American schools and

communities.*

The International Community Workshop was proposed by Michael Paige,

Associate Professor of International Education at the University of

Minnesota. Observing that international students were underutilized as

resources for cross-cultural learning, he wrote a proposal outlining

an experiment featuring intense, planned activities with international

students serving as learning resources in Minnesota communities. Im

the proposal, Paige wrote:

There is a need. . .for inexpensive but effective
resources and a need to inform teachers and admin-
strators about these resources. One such human
resource is the international etudents in our
colleges and universities. Although international
students come to the United States to learn, they
also bring with them knowledge of their culture

These ideas are based on work at the college level; see Learning with
Foreign Students.
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' and nation. In most cases, the students wish
to share this knowledge with Americans, but
rarely have the opportunity to do so except
in informal situations with friends.

The project was designed to help school teachers, principals and

communities use international students as learning resources in global

education. Four teams of internatibnal students were trained to par-

ticipate in inservice teacher training for cultural understanding, to

give classroom demonstrations and to be a part of community sponsored

cultural events.

Under the direction of Michael Paige and the coordination of Pixie

Martin, the ICW project worked from October, 1979 to June, 1980 planninR

and carrying out the workshops. International students were recruited

in various ways. Four international students were hired as team leaders.

These students were chosen on the basis of previous campus activities and

110
demonstrated leadership skills. Other students were recruited from

classes pertaining to intercultural issues, from the University's

International Students Speakers Bureau, and through announcements in the

ISAO Newsletter. The team leaders also played a major role in recruiting

other international students. There were a few problems during re-

cruitment. As one of the team leaders mentioned, "The,most difficult

part for me was that I had a very vague idea of the program,which

inhibited me from impressing the international students to veunteer

their time."

By February 9th, recruitment was completed and training began.

Two intensive sessions were conducted for the 26 participants in the

program, introducing therkAo its philosophy and the roles they were to

play. Training concentrated on cross-cultural exercises, including a

simulation, discussiOn-generation techniques, small group discussions of
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differences in perceptions, and interviews with classroom teachers.

Classroom strategies were demonstrated and practiced. Rapport-

building activities were outlined. An important training exercise

was a "dress rehearsal" in Twin City classrooms. The international

students observed the teacher's role, practiced their classroom

strategies and communication skills. The ICW staff visited the four

sites for planning purposes. The sites were seleCted on the basis of

interest in global issues and access to international students through

local institutions.

The four teams with five to ten participants each began to train

for specific sites. Role playing became more relaxed and realistic.

Then came the first ICW at Hills, a small town in Southwestern Minnesota.

The students returned excited and enthusiastic. When they shared their

experiences with the others, their reports included such comments as:

I really had to try hard -to open up my class and I
had to talk slowly for them to get used to my accent.
It was easier than I thought,but it was really fun.

Their comments also provided useful information to the other teams.

My kids looked like they had not been prepared for
a foreign visitor. And some of the teachers I met
apparently had no prior knowledge of the teacher
workshop. Other teachers were well informed and
they in turn prepared their classes to get much
out of our short visit.

This feedback was helpful to the Others. In the month long interval

between the Hill's visit and the last team's visit to Central High

School in Minneapolis, the teams talked with teachers, worked out

specific topics for presentations,and suggested ways that the teachers

could help prepare their students for the visits.

What was an International Classroom Workshop like? How did the

participants - international students, teachers, American students,
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adults in the community - perceive the ICU? .et's travel with the

international ktudents to Hills, Minnesota.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

As the bus travels southward to Hills, Asher Hemid is role playing

with Masoud Mazemzadeh. They are concentrating on questions elementary

school children might ask. Masoud is 19 year old sophomore fro Abadan,

Iran. Ever since the Americans were taken hostage he has had to fit.la
NO

questions about politics and religion in hie Country. The rola playing

serves as valuable practice for questions on an embtiOnally charged /Saw,

Asher is the team leader, a student in agricultural economics from Peshawar

Pakistan. His role as president of the Minnesota International Students

Association has given him experience in public speaking and organi:stion

!skills necessary for coorainating an 1CW team,

The bus arrives in Hills. a town of WO in a rather Isolated area III

in Southwestern Minnesota. Pixie Martin, the project COordinatOr and Buten

Scull, program assistant, have been the links between the ICIS and planning

in the schools and community. It is Wednesday night: the visit will xtend

over the weekend.

The American families with whom the international students ere to Stay

welcome their house guests. The home stays are a rewarding part pf the

1CW for both the American families and the internat1on01 students. Vera

Alves, an anthropology student from Rio dr Janeiro, Brazil. wavee g00d

bye to the others as She leaves with her new family, nd Mrs. Milton

Anderson. She expressed her feelings bout the home stay afterwards:

"This was just great. My host family is wonderful and we're all meeting

such lovely people. It really has been a fun experience coming mere.*

410
Staying in American homes is a new experience for many of the students.

Sharing custoo,s, recipes and ideas works both ways.
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The hex!, morning the students entertain, debate and cook in the

A: Aon:9. Wader: Alsuwayeh of Kuwait shows a film of his country

F'35S At Hills-Beaver Creek. HP then asks the students

oerceptions of Kuwait on paper. After the drawings are

becomes Involved In a discussion of stereotypes of

Peferr ICAvInq hp writes each child's name in Arabic,

t9)pir nzimps 1.1nbl1 be pronounced in his country. The

. 0.4 :

1-q'phts, "hi' pupils were really thrilled by this gesture

;

f"if' nmmus ih their scrapbooks."

1- OPmoc1. Everyone wants to know how he feels about

in Iran. After discussing the politics and

Thc ruirc!it crisis, Masoud entertains the class

Pv !"r PhO hf class the students are up learning

4r itr 411th their f!iends And families.

.1;!-rimplelv tr,e rianses to the playground and to lunch.

a %arTIC rlayrd hy children their age in Pakistan.

-rc eirites the children. As they pass rh the

."- ,p!rs

e,t.oent qreet each other like old friends.

,urf, he,/ could use the internationsl students

be(rme d19.appointed when only two nut of the seven

!tc ,lente*.

1,,tcrrIntinhm1 ,,tudont point of view, the ICW offers a

.olprienre. One student commented:

yn..hd the* IEW hiqhly democratic and undictated.
thin 1% something, A new experience, for

whn come frnm oppressive, authoritarian
,,w_rrnmpots, and who are brought up In such insti-
thrrtfmTP. who min used to careful censdr-

"r mriv pub 1 1 r. prift:rmOnCP.



Another noted the reaction of the American students:

Their curiosity was aroused and their horror evident
when, for instance, they found out that what they saw ,

on television and read 411 the papers were for the most
part propagandist mikiconceptions. . .when having been
made to realize that Africa, for instance, wasn't and
isn't a vast terrain of jungle and marshes and spear-
throwing, half-naked belligerent people, their thirst
for more information was insatiable. The students'
reaction taught me an important lesson; you never
know all there is to know and you haver stop learning
new things.

By Friday night the students are local celebrities, sought out for

handshakes and autographs. As Hamid commented later: "A cultural ahow

we presented brought a third of the town to the school. We were like

the Pied Piper. Kids followed us everywhere." The 1CW community
*AN.-

presentation Friday night stars Hubert Tembe of Tanzania, a musician

working on a degree in English literature anc journalism. He plays

original compositions from his upcoming album, "Sweet Lady," soon to

be released. The other students demonstrate dances from their countries

and teach the audiences songs in their native languages. The impact on

thn ccmmunity is evident in their applause and friendliness.

On the way home, the students review the evaluation results and

compare notes. They agree that the support of the school administrators

and the interest or classroom teachers are the keys to successful pre-

sentations. More mreparation on both sides could make the next ICW more

effective. "It's difficult to interact with second graders in the morning

ano seniors in the afternoon," one notes. The personal contact was not

over. Ma!iou0 has received over 25 letters so far - "kids telling me

ho.1 I changed their mind, stereotypes, about Iranians." One student

7rtorhe ,! to hpr ICW ,nommonIt.,' for wporlino. The international students

learned about themselves - "If it hplped to give Americans some views 411



about our civilization, it helped us also in understanding ourselves

and our values." It also increased their understanding of others -

"I learned so many thrllling things about the countries of my friends

that it was even a program for me," one student commented.

DYNAMICS

The success of the project rested on the selection and preparation

of international students, the efforts of the local coordinator, teacher

willingness to preapre their classes for the visits and involvement

of community groups. ThE ICW's took time to plan. The project was a

labor-intensive enterprise highly dependent upon the ability to work wit !

local leadership. Interaction between the project staff and site coord-

inators was critical in preparation for the visits. The team leaders

carried much responsibility in recruitment, training and directing the

actual ICW's. The choice of sites based on availability of internation,2l

students in local universities and colleges made possible future use of

international students without outside funding.

The ICW's are over now. The federal grant ran out in September,

1980. Neither the communities nor the students have forgotten the

program and the schools continue to seek out international students to

visit their classes. A manual, "Citizen's Education for Cultural

Understanding, The International Community Workshop," now exists as a

starting place for other efforts. But the links between Michael Paige's

office and the four communities cannot be kept open without funding. The

project is now left to the initiative of the communities and other

agencies.

The Minnesota International Student Association has organized

international students at the University for several similar programs

during the past year. Rochester Community,College students have set up

a speaker's bureau. 52 5



PROJECT ENRICHMENT

The S anley Foundation
Mu catine, Iowa
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BACKGROUND

Project Enrichment began in 1972 as a small scale program to

broaden school and community knowledge about the world. Located in

Muscatine, Iowa, Project Enrichment is one of The Stanley Foundation's

contribLtions to the local community.* The Foundation's major role

is funding international conferences, seminars and publications in order

to promote international understanding and world peace.

From the beginning local educators have taken part in the planning

of Project Enrichment and have been the major implementors of the project.

The first few years money was spent slowly. There were no precedents for di

using outside funding to enrich education and as a result, requests did

not fully utilize the funds allocated to the project. When a local

woman suggested new ways that the money could be effectively spent, she

was offered a job coordinating Project Enrichment. This new position,

serving as a link between The Foundation and the schools and community,

facilitated expansion and increased services.

Many activities are currently sponsored by Project Enrichment.

Through International Classroom Visits a person from another culture

shares experiences with a class at one of the local shcools. This

sharing may include a demonstration of dancing, art, cuisine, artifacts,

slides on a specific topic or a discussion of culture, a current problem

or foreign policy. International students from the nearby University

of Iowa are frequent participants in this activity. Approximately 30

Muscatine is the headquarters of The Stanley Foundation which is
supported through funds from HON Industries stock held in trust.
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International Classroom Visits are arranged each year. This number

is dependent upon both teacher requests and availability of students from

the various countries in which teachers express an interest and with

the special backgrounds needed to make appropriate presentations.

Other classroom or community lectures are presented by experts

and representatives of international organizations. A specialist in

hydroponic gardening, a National Science Foundation lecturer, a renown

Guatemalan guitarist are examples of other resource persons sponsored

by the Project.

A major component of Project Enrichment is supplying teaching

materials and travel funds for conferences. Many times a teacher needs

a map, a film, a set of slides, a current periodical that the school

budget cannot immediately supply. Project Enrichment responds to such

requests on short notice. Many of The Stanley Foundation publications 0
deal with world issues relevant to the social studies. The World Press

Review* occasional papers on national security, U.S.-Soviet Relations,

the world food crisis are among the other excellent materials made

available to teachers. Project Enrichment responds to individual requests

based on guidelines set by The Foundation. The guidelines require that

activities and funding pertain to furthering international or cross-

cultural understanding. Under these guidelines the Project turned
-

down a science teacher's request for slides on diseases but has supplied

such resources as a film on nuclear war, a speaker on photo-journalism,

a series of intercultural stories for an English class and prizes for an

essay contest on international topics.

The World Press Review is a monthly magazine of current news articles",

from around the world.
55
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Another activity sponsored by Project Enrichment is the Earth

Awareness Classroom. A wenty-four foot high "earth balloon" is

displayed in a junior high- school gymnasium. A tour guide describes

the earth's physical features and leads the students inside the balloon

where they get a new perspective of the world.

Project Enrichment sponsors Muscatine's involvement in the Iowa

Model United Nations each year in Cedar Falls at the University of

Northern Iowa. The financial support provided by the project opens

this opportunity to students who otherwise would be unable to parti-

cipate in the simulation cf international discussion and decision-making.

Other activities center on the community. Visiting lecturers and

community discussion groups are common vehicles for stimulating adult

understanding of the world. The Values Institute Program, one of the

community activities, is sponsored jointly with the Iowa Humanities.

Bringing in big name speakers and cultural expositions, this program

is a series of lectures and discussions on moral issues. Each spring

Project Enrichment sponsors community discussions of the Great Decisions

Issues series - a nationally distributed adult discussion program pro-

duced and distributed by the Foreign Policy Association in New York.

People from the community serve as discussion leaders.

Other activities are responses to more immediate requests. A

global education workshop for teachers, prizes for a science fair, a

class trip to a Mexican restaurant are examples of activities and

incentives supported through Project Enrichment. One of the outstanding

characteristics of the Project is its responsiveness to a variety of

needs. The criteria of international understanding and cross-cultural

experiences are broad enough to inclUde a wide range of teacher initiated

activities. 56



Let us look at Project Enrichment in action. Since 1975, Jan Drum

has been the coordinator matching the resources made available by The

Stanley Foundation with the needs of the schools and community of

Muscatine. To many people Project Enrichment is Jan Drum. Teachers,

administrators and community leaders praise her efforts in patiently

tending the Project's activities, quietly expanding programs and cul-

tivating stable relationships in the schools and community. For a

closer look at Jan's role and Project Enrichment, let us go to Muscatine,

Iowa.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

Nestled in a curve of the Mississippi River, Muscatine is a town

of 23,500 and the home of several major manufacturing companies with

international connections. It is a closely knit town blending a strong

sense of community pride with a recognition of the realities of depen-

dence upon foreign markets for their grains and manufactured products.

The people of Muscatine are mostly of white Anglo-Saxon ancestry, although

there is a growing minority of Spanish speakers.

Due to the number and variety of industries and the fact that

several of these firms have company headquarters in Muscatine, the town

is relatively affluent, and as of January 1982 had not suffered lay-offs

and unemployment affecting many American cities. As one approaches

downtown Muscatine, the old button factory brings back the past when

pearl buttons were hadn carved from river oysters. The new river park

offers recreational adventures on the Mississippi. Looking south one

sees the grand old mansions perched on the bluffs above the town. A

visible sign of the affluence of Muscatine today is the fresh paint and",

manicured lawns of these beautiful old homes. The heart of Muscatine
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is the courthouse on the town square. As part of downtown

renewal, it is currently being refurbished.

Across the street is The Stanley Foundation, located in a small,

modern building as unassuming as its role in Muscatine. Jan and her

colleague, Pat Sheets, are planning their week's activities. A call

has come in from a teacher at the downtown Learning Center. Bundling

up to greet the cold Iowa winds, Jan walks a few blocks to a planning

session with the teacher. The Learning Center is an alternative school

in the Muscatine school system. It provides English classes to non-

English speakers as well as courses needed for a high school diploma.

The teacher, Peg Garrison, heard of Project Enrichment from another

teacher at the school. Together Jan and Peg explore possibilities for

her classes. A trip to an ethnic restaurant, an international classroom

visit, possible films and print materials are discussed. Jan had pre-

viously helped another teacher at the school place a phone call to the

Governor so that her students could ask him questions. Jan explains

the guidelines for her services. There must be a "global connection"

to the activity. The objectives of the project are to promote an

appreciation of cultural diversity, a global focus and citizenship

training. Peg works with Rumanian, Vietnamese and Spanish speaking

immigrants. Her efforts provide fertile ground for expanding Jan's

resources and opportunities. The meeting ends with tentative plans

and another teacher's name on Jan's list of contacts. Personal contact

and word of mouth help to build an expanding network of teachers

involved in one or more project sponsored activities.

Back at the office Jan calls Lynn Tu, the coordinator for Interna-

tional Classroom Visits in Iowa City. A former international student

herself, Lynn works through the International Student Affairs Office to
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find suitable participants and facilitate their presentations. Lynn

will now comb her list of participants for a speaker on Islam for Peg

Garrison's class.

At Muscatine High School preparations are being made for this year's

Model United Nations. Project Enrichment has helped to bring in resource

people from the University of Iowa to aid the students in their research

of their country's foreign policy positions. Down the hall, an art

class watches a slide presentation by a Brazilian artist. Although they

have some problems understanding her English, they enjoy the necklace

out of donkey teeth and the musical instrument she plays for the class.

Clyde Gabriel, a social studies teacher at the high school was on the

original planning committee of Project Enrichment. His eyes light up

as he talks of meeting Scott Carpenter, attending a Strategy for Peace

Conference in Washington, participation in the Quad Cities World Affairs

Council, all experiences provided to him by Project Enrichment. Other

teachers mirror Clyde's appreciation for the Project. The debate coach

speaks of how his students' participation in a summer debate camp was

sponsored by the Project. A langu'age teacher smiles with pleasure as

she shares stories of her seventh grade bilingual International Club.

Many of Muscatine's social studies teachers participated in Project

Enrichment's Teacher Seminars on Global Education last November where

they received materials such as "Minnesota in the Wor3d" and "Indiana

in the World" and have integrated activities from these publications

into their classes.

Across town a community group is meetiMg at The Foundation office

to plan a series of brown bag discussions based on Great Decisions '82.

Special interests in world resources and defense are apparent. Jan
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and Pat review procedures and logistics for the discussion groups.

0 The Project will handle publicity and materials. The Muscatine library

will provide a room and cooperate with resource books and maps. As

luncheon ends, the plans have been completed.

Noel Prussman calls from West Junior High. He's excited over an

invitation for his track club to visit Canada this summer. Last year

Project Enrichment helped sponsor an international track meet in

Muscatine. A Canadian school sent 55 students and their coaches to

the meet. Home stays and Muscatine hospitality won over the Canadians.

Noel is confident Project Enrichment will help support their trip to

Canada this summer.

Jan's attention turns to her bi-monthly report to school officials

and The Stanley Foundation. She notes activities and clients, sometimes

providing a cost/benefit ratio for each component Of the Project. A

newspaper reporter calls asking what's new and Jan describes the "Summer

Special" being planned. Through a two week program, Muscatine sixth

graders will experience their community from different perspectives -

from a river journey, from a farmer's perspective, from a nearby Chinese

community. They will examine photographs and mapping in an effort to

acquire other perspectives.

'DYNAMICS

What makes the Project work? Why is it so well thought of in the

schools and community? Certainly Jan herself is a critical factor.

She is sensitive to teacher concerns, aware of how the system works,

patient, familiar with courses, content and teachers. She has kept the

program low-keyed, preferring not to seek publicity for The Stanley

0 Foundation. Slowly building and experimenting, Jan has sought out
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people and teachers receptive to the ideas of Project Enrichment. She

speaks of key people in the development of the project, the superin-

tendent of schools and certain receptive teachers. She has found it

critical to get the support of "effective people," people who can be

relied upon to get things done. Another necessary group are the

"truth-tellers" who will assess the politics of a situation and offer

advice on new ideas. Opinion leaders serve to diffuse new activities.

Good rress relations are important; publicity always is a legitimate

Jervice to the community. Key students have been instrumental in

initiating projects and influencing parental opinidn.

Some observers believe Project Enrichment is well accepted because

of Max Stanley's reputation and Republican credentials. The ad hoc

nature of Project Enrichment allows the school and community to choose

activities or services based on their needs. There is a compatibility

between the Foundation and school aims. The Project is not compulsory AI

involves no red tape for participants. When asked what he appreciated

most about the Project, the Muscatine school superintendent said, "The

services are free and there's no red tape as in many of federal projects."

Project Enrichment appears to be secure in its funding and,its

service. Although future predictions do not see it expanding beyond

Muscatine, it could possibility serve as a mcdel for other communities.

Possible expansion within Muscatine might include elementary schools,

other disciplines at the secondary level and new community activities.

Jan would like to see morein-depth, clearly defined programming in

Global Education.
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THE SCHOOL OF GLOBAL EDUCATION

Sponsor

Stevenson Hicip School
Livonia Public Schools
Livonia, Michigan



BACKGROUND

Funded in 1978 under Title IV C Dy the Mirhigsn Department of

Enucation ann nponsored hy Livonia Public SChOolS. the School of Global

EducatiOn Drovidos an alternative experience of tudents of Stevenon

High School In Livonia. Michigan. The program Offered tudtns enrolled

ir tnlm global arhOol-within..a-nchoOl is characterized by an interdis-

-iolinsry abbrsoch, flexibility In scheduling and close interpersonal

relationships between students, teachers and parents. Although the

courle content Is in many ways Similar tn the regular curriculum,

the themes, torics, and issues vary considerably 'rem the traditional

offering4. Following the tat draft of what Oecame thy Michlgah

r,ihnn1 foucstinn Guidelsnes. the curriculum focuses on interconnections.

interjeoendence, and cultural understanding. InstructiOnS1 methods

110
inLI,de incluirv/nroblem solving. research, simulations, class discussions

mnd involvement ir the community.

The Global rchnol wag initiated by the principal of Stevenson

HiQM :)01001, t'e Livonia Curriculum Specialist, and four chairpersons

at 13tevenson. It wet, One of four Such efforts funded in the firet round

nt rompetitfon by the Michigan Department of foucation under thy Global

Enucet!nr qt.inelines adobtr0 Oi the State Boort, of Education in 197e.

There 14.ere m humpg.T. of (nurse% emnhagifing intethitiorgl and triter.

ultwral rrior to the launching of a effort, but the COmOinetion

nf roi,rsie offering!, provided in the global schonl did not exist prior

to Itate FurlirQ. (Ime nparrvera have suggested that the Outeide Monty

remion ennugh for tre ilvorlin Public Srhools to begin new program.

The crorirnm hrprin In the frill of 1978 with a four hour block dr

time frovidifq4 Rh interdieliplinary treatment of social tuoles.

:MhquIVIR wiriehre nhl math. fipmnioth. mueit Ahd fine srts weft,
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frnm its trachprs, studetns and their parents, a

few teachers in the building and snme counselors were openly critical

's !he ::rcqra-. Pqtinr1rq thp merit of the approach and concerned

optition the glnnal 5c.:hoo1 might be to World History and

clurses, ',time social studies teachers expressed fears

i! re.erve sppcial treatment or drain the best students

src ')"'et .A9';er. Thr noun3P1org helievhd it would create an elite

;tu,rnts whn wouln feel themselves separate from the regular

crntir,r!' wa% dy some as a pet project of the principal.

r1r!:,m1 camp tn Stevenson in 1979, he treated the program

P! ."t*Ihf; or rai1urP rest on the Global School

;Ind other e,ulwortern.

P3 t,a,p ;11aLe in thP Global School since that

fuhtling: thP Livonia School System

#6 nt A tr:It.teil .r,01. Dycllning enrollments hsve

1 0. 1.

:*1 ":1*:`4

-1-F L ',ince many of the global

t?).1f, p:oce, thvrp hAn hern a continual

To 1,, iir.

At'

!rrri A ¶wt1 tm.r 1 nrk with wily languiggP

:1r-, MAU, Anti Wete drooped an

. ;! t ,r gAlned from haing a part of the

fo aLhieve the minimum enrollment

;11 rhonqP nf teachers hag led to loss

.or 4.hn 4;1.1 ne their teachers next

,flvvon. tii to low enrollments, the

7;!vri i,r1niqh tenLhet.9 enthustssm for the

:
r.ten0P0 to two yenrs and opened to

JtIn Hnve a year of High SCh001

rlli ' AI "'I. IV,:pri rlert A yPrIr Of



F;!resentatioos to the feeder middle schools and word of mouth

tv friends are current mothods of rehrni+mc,n+. Neiter fhe nrinneelnrs

or administration give the program any speciEl consideration.. Enthu-
4

siastic students, dedicated teachers, and an active parent organization

are largely responsible for the continuation of the Global School.

Overall the program has, in face of an era of declining enrollments,

innovation - fatigue and budget cut-backs, held its own in numerical

r,trength. What happens in a Global School: How does it work as an

alternative within a large comprehensive high school? Let's visit

Stevenson High School in Livonia, Michigan.

THE PRO3EC1 IN ACTION

Livonia is a large middle class suburb of Detroit. This community

ht 160,0Cfl is well establishd with little room for new housing

cohstruction. Driving into Livonia one notices well trimmed suburban

s:,rJ1 interspersed with F.hopfAnq centers and major thoroughfares.

hedroorr :nmmunity rale is Fhdi(lent in the absence of a town

rener. TtF, re Pssion that nas struck many neighborhoods supported bV

n-at, In inlugtr, no; nf t haf-1 muEn effert on Livonia, perhaps

ma(1c ! UrJ ot the managerial level of

: hilh nrhr;n.,; ,,er,0 Livonia; `;trenfinn is the largest with

4E11 sulhnt f whnT lre 'nrc11 in tne fllonal Schnol. Enrollments

arp opclihinc;, (Irasticall4. The ditrirt has lost over 500 students a

4par siorP the lat te3chprs w,th Irs than fnurtnen years

Oxrorien'r in the schon1 54,,tem ha,i nern released. tne effents nf

no (trachr,:- are eJlOrnt whrh nhe innks at thr

41,
, rw,ilnirr; t,a,t,,!. anf.: +nn ;Inxirty of thr younger one

bb
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Teacher transfers due to cut-backs have increased instability since

IIIiunior high tealhers may find themselves teaching 7th grade one year

and 12th the n)xt. A strong teacher's union has secured competitive,

salaries and benefits and has supported cut-backs by seniority.

Stev son is a huge modern one story building with winip jutting out

from the cettral core of administrative offices, lunchroom and a unique

round media center. The Global School occupies part,,of the social studies

wing. Shared classroom space and flexible scheduling bind social studie3

and language arts. A mural of the world painted on the corridor wall

is a visible sign that this is a special area of the school.

Jonathan Swift, the'director and moving force behind the Global

School, is working with the Sequence III class. Maps, posters, clippings .

and instructions related to projects and field trips decorate the class-

room walls. The students are examining issues from a handout, "It's

411 a Big, Wide, Interdependent World," out of Principal. They compare world

language statistics with numbers of Americans studying foreign languages.

,7,on probes, plays the devil's advocate, stimulates the students to relate

their ideas to a global context. One student expresses concern that

el.le 700 million people speak Mandarin Chinese, fewer than 200 third

year American high school students were studying Chinese in the mid-1970's.

A 94..ur1ent nueot1on9 why Americans should learn another language if they

aren't going to travel. Another student quickly paints out the need for

n_tsinessmen and journalists to understand the language and culture of

cttner peoples. The students become actively involved in sharing ideas

rin0 concerns.

Across the hall, Skip Blunt hears reactions from the field trip

p r sti4c1Pnt ha\de taken the pre,ious Saturday to Eastern Market in

..,nfnwn rtetrnit. The stude-Its talk about buying Arab bread, seeing pics
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heads being sold, and listing the countries represented by products

and sales people. They wonder about the quality of the meat they have

seen in its raw state; Skip reminds them of The Jungle, and they comment

on how consumers may not realize what they are eating.

At 9:45 a.m. the Global classes break and reform into United Nations

delegations. Groups include all grade levels so that younger students

learn from the older, experienced students how to prepare a resolution

and what to expect during the Model U.N. The Nigerian group is know-

ledgeable about the leadership role it will play with the other African

nations. The "delegates" are busily drawing up a resolution against

apartheid in South Africa. The students appreciate the simulated

eriences of the Global School. "Global is not boring; we learn by

a student comments.
t
...

Others in the school have a different opinion. When the subject of

IIIglobal education comes up in the teachers lounge, an older social studi

teacher speaks emphatic.:lly, "I don't want to hear about global education,"

and then describes the special treatment he perceives the global teachers

have received. He argues that his classes average 35 students, while

the global classes range in the low 20's.

At lunch the r,lobal students mix with toeir friends outside the

program. When asked about the Global School, the other students respond

vaguely, unsure of what it does or why it exists. A "globie" explains

later, "we aenit often talk about our global classes with our othe

f,riends." The low visibility of the program within the school is

echopC by both teachers and students as a necessary strategy to avoid

resentment or an undesirable "specialness." Although the "globies"

enjoy a comraderie built from their shared experiences and heightened

awareness of global issues, they still participate in a wide range of
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school-wide, extra-curricular activities and take the majority of

their classes outside of the Global School.

In the evening Jonathan and Harry Nichols, another teacher in the

,Global School, meet with the parents of their global students. This

group believes in the goals of global education and has often raised

money and support for speakers, trips, or special events, such as the

Global Awareness day. Parents also recruit for the program at the

middle schools. They enjoy being involved with their children and the

global teachers. Their pride in the program shines through as they speak

of their sons and daughters driving to downtown Detroit once a week to

tutor Spanish-speaking children. "The Global School reinforces what

they learn at home," a parent remarks and her husband adds, "and dinner

convers ons are more stimulating now." Some parents feel that the

Global School better prepares their children for college work. Others

app.reciate the participatory learning and note how their children are

becoming more confident in articulating their ideas. The parents

agree the global program gives their children individualized attention

and a Special sense of belonging within what is, as they see it, a large

impersonal high school.

The parents' meeting blends business with s abili\ty. After Jon

urings them up-to-date on the program, they discuss possible activities

over wine and cheese. The teachers and parents freely exchange ideas

and seek out each other's support. This frequent teacher-parent dis-

cussion has many positive effects. The open channel of communication

and understanding allows the globsl teachers to bring controversial

issues and speakers into the classroom. Parents know they have a

vnice in class content and feel actively involved in their children's
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education. Parents are used as resourcesr legitimize global education

in the community and provide reinfort.ement at home of the global per-

spectives learned at school.

DYNAMICS

What is the future of the Global School at Stevenson? To its

credit, it has survived loss of outside funding, staffing turnovers

and the hostility qf a few Stevenson teachers. Some observers believe

Jonathan Swift has held it together single-handedly. Certainly Jon's

role as director, recruiter, trainer of new teachers is critical. His

reputation as a fine teacher preceded the program, and his unusual back-

ground in music, extensive travel and commitment to a Ph.D. are signifi-

cant. Perhaps the reason the Math and Science teachers lost interest

has to do with the program leadership coming from language arts. Many

of the critics' dire predictions did not come true. The global classes

have a mix of all ability groups and have not drained the high achievers

from other classes. The global teachers do not receive special atten-
\

tion or funding; however, their inquiry-based teaching strategies and

content emphasis on global perspectives demand dedication and time. In

fact, the Global School has stayed small and is no longer considered

a threat to other classes.

The Global School has low visibility at Stevenson.by choice. It's

supporters - students, teachers and parents - seem to enjoy its small

active nature analogous to an academic athletic team. There is a sense

of excitement and belonging for all involved in the Global School. :The

only question remaining is Ohether es enrollment continues to decline it Y

can hold sufficient numbers to uonvince the Livonia Central Office thstmik

it is a viable Oppretrir.
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PART III

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

This study was undertaken with the aim nf heing hPlpful tn tnneto

already engaged in internati nal understanding efforts as well as others

who are considering such a move. Six projects were examined in hopes

of finding some factors or conditions that contributed to their success

or lack thereof. The study was not meant to be exhaustive or to suggest

ideal practices, but merely to describe what exists and to report what

has been learned by those most closely associated with the projects and

with this study.

VARIETY OF DEFINITIONS AND APPROACHES

International understanding, the term used to denote a wide range

\of issues, topics and approaches encompassed in the projects reviewed

40
here, has been characterized as a movement, or as a curricular or program

emphasisrather than a field or a discipline. No attempt was made to

deal with definitional or conceptual issues in this study. The authors

of this report accepted as being within the scope of the term interne-

tional understanding whatever definrtion or working concept was used

in each of the projects. The term most frequently used in the six

Projects was global education. The content focus ranged from the study

of Africa, Asia or other cultural or geographical areas to the study of

issues such as population and human rights. Also included were programs

emphasizing the use of international students, mock United Nations

sessions, simulations, and cross-cultural tutoring. There was a

commonality of purpose in the sense that all the projects did focus on

helping elementary and secondary school students to understand other

cultures and peoples or international issues or processes.
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Any notions that international understanding was an innovation

or movement with a single set of objectives or widely agreed upon

approaches or strategies were quickly dispelled as Various project

activities were reviewed. These projects with their different

content emphasis, sources of support and organizational structures re-

flect the great diversity of U.S. education as well as the diversity of

the world they sought to help citizens to better understand.

The strength of the movement may well be in its diversity. On

the other hand the variety of objectives, organizational structures,

content and methods associated with the movement suggests an intellec-

tual vagueness that may contribute to the lack of support in academia

and inhibit further progress. If everything is international under-

standing why bother to give it special emphasis. Why not be satisfied

with seeking improvements in education more generally?

LACK OF CONSENSUS APPARENT

The lack of clear cut definitions and goals contributes to a quality

problem. These projects showed little inclination to deal with it. The

lack of a clear cut definition or widely accepted set of objectives may

in part account for lack of support which in turn serves to limit pro-

gress. This is most evident in lack of sustained, coordinated, success-

ful efforts to generate outside support; and in variation in the quality

of the materials and approaches found in various projects. As yet few

national networks or organizational support systems exist to assist local

or state efforts. The lack of a well coordinated national effort

suggests that only those projects with strong local or regional linka

are likely to survive. Geographically remote central headquarters see o

lli
olsy a small role in most local efforts. Despite this apparent lack of
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national coordinating efforts there is evidence that a variety of

governmental and non-governmental agencies including private foundations

ooeratinq at or perceived as operating nationwide have played a role in

developing and promoting intellectual frameworks and rationales for the

movement. These same groups have also provided classroom and workshop

materials and teaching ideas that show up in the programs of the six

projects studied. To date, however, given the proliferation of efforts

at state and local levels, national efforts whether private or govern-

mental seem to have played a rather limited role. They have helped to

promote diversity but as yet have not forged a common cause nor set

a clear direction.

The materials, ideas and leadership provided at the national level

should not blino us to the fact that there is much creativity at the local

and regional level. There is much to be gained by identifying and making

available more widely the materials and insights produced locally. GloLal

Perspectives in Education, New York, has taken a major step in this

direction with its various clearinghouse functions, but much more needs

to be done. A major question is what kind of national effort or c0m-

nination of state and local efforts is likely to be most viable and

productive?

A DECENTRALIZED MODEL MIGHT WORK

It may well be that ttpeNmost desirable and viable national effort

would be a coalition created by and controlled by local units banning

together to help each other and encouraging the founding of other such

units. The model for such a movement would be an expanding universe

of co-equal partners rather than the more typical pyramid with control

r:entralized at the top. In such a model all units would, in a sense,
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be national in that local experience, expertise and products would be

available nationwide through the coalition and its network. The main- 0
tPnanrP nf Pflrn = rn=litirlr hamr4 mr such o model wou1d seem l&-SE likely

to siphon off local resources to maintain large, expensive, highly

centralized national headquarters - a condition which seems inevitable

in the more centralized models. The projects studied here might operate

very well in a "expanding universe." Information and service could be

more important to their continued success than centralized direction.

LEADERSHIP CRUCIAL

Leadership, like creativity, occurs at all levels, local, state,f

regional and national. In each of the six projects studied it was

relatively easy to identify one or two individuals who played the key

role in the success of the project. The crucdal role of leadership is

especially apparent in those projects where despite seemingly limited 40

Funding and lack of human resources, effective, productive programs were

maintained. Commitment, creativity and clarity of goals seems to couHt

more than an abundance of financial resources.

Leadership is found among elementary, secOndary and college and

university teachers, who initiate programs and courses; among supervisors

and administrators who take risks in assigning high priority to inter-

national understanding efforts; and among state department of education

personnel who help to create and support statewide efforts in this impor-

tant area of human affairs. In each of the six projects studied a few

key individuals largely made- the difference between a successful, sus-

tained effort and a soon-to-be-forgotten special project. It should be

noted that even in those cases w thp project title was forgotten

evidences of materials and pract ces remained.
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MATERIALS PLAY IMPORTANT ROLE

In projects, as in the classroom, the variety and quality of

instructional materials used often provide a strong clue to the emphasis

or focus of the program and contribute greatly to its success. These

OrTojects were no exception.

These projects developed and/or collected, promoted and distributed

a wide variety of materials. There seemed to be agreement amongst the

project directors on the importance of suitable materials and teaching

aids. Several of the projects involved, teachers in srA.ecting materials

and teaching aids. Several of the projects involved teachers in selecting

materials and organizing them for classroom use and for widespread dis-

tribution. A few of the projects involved teachers in writing lessons

or units. In such cases questions of quality control invariably emerged

suggesting that teachers may be good judges of how useful materials will

be in the classroom setting, but may have difficulty assessing the

validity and authenticity of the content. Most of the projects collected,

distributed and/or made available on a loan basis a great variety of

lesaons, activities, readings, handbooks, newsletters and books appro-

briate for teachers or students. The materials used came from a wide

variety of sources. Among the most frequently cited sources were:

Global Perspectives in Education (New York), The Center for the Teaching

of International Relations (Denver), The Mid-America Program (Bloomington,

Indiana) and The Mershon Center (Columbus, Ohio).

INSERVICE EDUCATION A POPULAR STRATEGY

Inservice teacher training was a feature in each of the projects.

)(
In most cases such efforts were part of the original plan. In a few

other caRes the project direGotors found that as their efforts became known
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44b. requests from teachers for information and advice increased to the

point that it became desirable to organize workshops and conferences

to oemonstrate approaches dflti btrategies and to disseminotc so!nplc

lessons and other materials. In several of the projects, requests for

further such efforts continued beyond the life of the project.

The more successful programs generally included a combination of

presentations featuring substantive experts as well as demonstrations

of practical, manageable classroom actiiities. Teachers seemed to

respond favorably to both quality substantive presentatinns and "hands

on" experiences.

SOME FINDINGS

What has been learned that might be of interest and help tn

others who seek improvements in international understanding?

The significance ef these findings to those who are already

involved or planning to become involved in international understanding

education will depend largely on individual perspectives and the conditions

under which they must operate. A few findings may well hold true under

r-nt. conditions. In the opinion of the authors, they include:

The capacity of those responsible for the project to function

effectively within the constraints and supporta inherrnt in the

institutional setting wherein the project or speical effort is

based is a critical element in any project's success;

2) The dedication, persistence and enthusiasm of one or two individuals

is a major factor in most successful projects - the ability to

keep "plugging away" and to encourage and to interest others is an

important determinant of success;

3) Sensitivities to and understanding of the culture of the school -

the conditions teachers face ano their view or these condition, - if

a must;
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Awarcnes5 of what is +Incoming alsawhyrs ono contacts with other

similar efforts is A mnicr factor in keeping on target no In

kreoincl uo entnusiSsli for further efforts;

willingness mn1 Ability to etten0 to the political IMO PerSOneiity

rectors impinging on the project is a factor in its OuCceSs.

Fni tnlse leaking improverkrf,ts in pOucat1on there iS nO Singly.

!o !,e1icntinn. rvthusinnm. persistent:* anti

comprtenre greatly improve ont'S chances.
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